1970/71

HOUSE ARCHER, STELLENBOSCH
HOUSE WHITFIELD, SOMERSET WEST
HOUSE PLOUGHMANN, SOMERSET WEST
House Archer is a design favoured by Pius Pahl himself. The starting point was the idea of a
simple cube and symmetrical ground plan. Significant is the almost Palladian interpretation
apparently contradicting the principle of modernity that form follows function. A combination is
achieved of Mies van der Rohe and the classical tradition in architecture. It is in the plain use of
materials and a clearly defined structure, that classical elements are translated into the modern
idiom.
The load bearing structure consists of four supports placed at the corners of the central space.
The entire height of the supports cantilevering crosswise over the supports, remains visible. The
upper storey is confined by light, adjustable frame elements. Entrance areas and terraces in the
North and South of the ground floor are covered with pergolas achieving an apparent stretching
of the volume on this axis. The openness and transparency of the building is remarkable.
House Archer, Stellenbosch

Ground plan, roof view

Views, sections

House Whitfield shows a powerful and clear cross-shaped floor plan. The entrance-courtyardliving area-patio form the central axis. The bedrooms form the south wing and the north wing is
taken up by the kitchen tract. There are two focal points: the geometrical and the functional. The
courtyard at the entrance forms the geometrical middle and the living area, bordered on two
fronts by a courtyard and on its others by the outer space, form the functional centre.
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House Whitfield, Somerset West

Views
Legend ground plan
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Car port
entrance courtyard
Inner courtyard
Living area
Dining room
Hobby room
Parent's bedroom
Bedroom
Study
Cupboard room
Bathroom
Kitchen
Maid
Pantry
Kitchen garden

Ground plan, roof view
In its symmetry House Ploughmann follows the previous designs of House Whitfield and House
Archer. The symmetrical organisation of the spaces here comes to a climax. The inner courtyard
theme is also repeated but not as consequentially. The inner court yard has no all round glazing
and is less open. The design therefore does not appear as light as previous ones. The facades are
surrounded by pergolas all round.
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House Ploughmann

Views

Ground plan, roof view
Legend ground floor:
1
5
9
13

Entrance area
Kitchen
Garden tools
Terrace

Legend upper floor:
1 Parent's bedroom
4 Bathroom

2
6
10
14

Study
Hobby room
Garage
Shoe room

2 Bedroom
5 Balcony

3 Living area 4 Dining room
7 Guest room 8 Maid
11 Court yard 12 Play ground

3 Cupboard room
6 Pergola
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1971

HOUSE SCHOONEES
DURBANVILLE
House Schoonees was built in Durbanville in 1971 for a medical doctor and his family. It is, like
House van Aarde double storeyed and also uses the sloping site convincingly. Pius Pahl designs
two living levels, arranged around an open courtyard and open to the garden. The living areas
afford a wide view of the mountains. The garden is connected via a terrace and a balcony. The
lower atrium level serves as a ceramic workshop, surrounded by a gallery and covered by a
pergola. This inner space has both a horizontal and a vertical orientation. This building is
characterized by a clear constructive composition and the generously proportioned design of the
garden front.

Garden view
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Part of terrace at the West façade

North-West façade

View from North
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1982

HOUSE VAN DER HORST
CAPE TOWN-RONDEBOSCH
Building operations for this house started in 1983. The first phase was concluded the following
year, the last at the beginning of 1990. The rectangular property borders on a main traffic
arterial with the view of the mountains also opening up in this direction. The site is entered from
a quiet side street. The architectonic challenge was obvious: a comfortable one family home was
to be created in harmony with occupational interests and the green, quiet garden space
connected to the mountains on the horizon.
The entrance from the side road is a small enclosed space, protected by an wrought iron gate
with colourful flower boxes. The entrance door and the door from the garage open into the
entrance hall, leading to living and kitchen areas on the left and to study, bedrooms and
communal rooms on the right. The entrance to the lounge holds a pleasant surprise: a flowing
space with subtle differentiations into living together, relaxation, dining and study, all inviting an
exit to the garden. High glass windows open the view onto trees, sky and mountains.
Most of the furniture in the study, the lounge and dining room is designed and executed by Pius
Pahl with black leather covers, marking the functional areas and repeating simultaneously the
gently horizontal and vertical lines of the built structure. The four bedrooms are situated in the
north wing. Each has its own terrace, divided by small wooden gates. The family room was not
executed as planned because the children developed their own ideas with respect to
entertainment, music and television.

Street view/South facade
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Fountain in the garden

Pergola in the garden

View from study into garden
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Ambulatory on north side

Ground plan
Legend ground plan:
1 Entrance
2 Cloakroom
4 Kitchen
5 Bedroom
7 Shower
8 Toilette
10 Kitchen
11 Pantry
13 Storage
14 Winter garden
16 Oak trees
17 Fountain

3
6
9
12
15

Living and dining area
Bathroom
Cupboard room
Maid
Garage
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1983

HOUSE SMIT
STELLENBOSCH
House Smit is part of Pius Pahl's late work. The relatively small home does not follow the
example of the courtyard homes which mainly characterized his work in the 70s. Pius Pahl
however did achieve a close connection between inner and outer space in turning the square
living space out of the rectangular ground plan into the garden. These two outside walls are
completely glazed and open into the green. The covered terrace in front further extends and
cools the living space.

House Smit

Covered terrace in front of living area
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Ground plan
Legend ground plan:
1 Entrance
2 Cloak room
5 Bedroom
6 Dressing room
9 Terrace
10 Garage

3 Living and dining room 4 Kitchen
7 Bathroom
8 Toilette
11 Storage
12 Swimming pool

Living area with view of garden
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1958

APARTMENT BLOCK "LA CORNICHE"
CLIFTON
Clifton near Cape Town has the most beautiful coastal stretch of the entire Cape. Tenders for an
apartment block, to be built directly on the seafront, against the cliffs, had height specifications
restricted to the level of Marine Drive, the coastal road.
The steeply sloping coast presented a big challenge for investors because public demand and the
financial risks implicated with such difficult terrain had to be weighed against each other. "La
Corniche" and the neighbouring "Valhalla" however demonstrate how an apparent disadvantage
can be meaningfully turned around in using the roof as parking space. This particular
arrangement was first expressed in "La Corniche", followed by "Valhalla".
The amphitheatre effect of the terraced buildings increased the popularity of "First Beach". It
created an almost "Côte d'Azur" like atmosphere and subsequently drew more beach loving
people.
All apartments enjoy the view of beach, sea and rocks. 32 living units were created, some of them
stretching over two storeys. The mezzanine storeys are built as sleeping areas. "La Corniche" is
covered in fair-faced brickwork increasing the feeling of reliability and stability in the ensemble.

Draft plan, view from the beach

Ground plan, 4th storey, mezzanine level
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Ground plan, 4th storey

View from the beach, present condition

Loggias at the north facade
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1958/59

APARTMENT BLOCK "VALHALLA"
CLIFTON
The design for "Valhalla" differs slightly from the one for "La Corniche" in that the building flanks
are terraced giving the vertical axis a feel of apparent growth. The connection to the
mountainous environment is obvious and enhanced by its position on the extremely steep slope.
The same room formation was used as in "La Corniche". One variant is the open parking space on
top of the building together with the garage beneath connected by elevator to the apartments
below. The parking area is on the same level as the street above the building.
Loggias protect residents enjoying the view, from the afternoon sun. The sun protection is
enhanced by awnings which are in one colour throughout. The load bearing structure of
"Valhalla" and "La Corniche" is supported, especially in respect of the upper storeys, by supports
anchored in the rock and overhanging reinforced concrete beams.

View from the beach after construction
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Ground plan, 2nd floor

Section
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Ground plan 5th and 6th floor, section
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1959

ST. MARTINI GARDENS
CAPE TOWN
APARTMENT AND OFFICE BLOCK
In the centre of Cape Town, commissioned by the St. Martini parish, Pius Pahl built an extensive,
high-rise living and administration complex. The site in Queen Victoria Street is situated next to
the green heart of Cape Town, the Company gardens and together with the German School below
"Lion's Head", characterizes the cityscape of the late 50s. Even though on account of the many
alteration wishes of the client and the end-users, the building in the end did not reflect the
quality standard of the original design, the structural concept and the selection and use of
materials are still convincing today.

Draft design for the main facade in Victoria Street

Model of part of the complex
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Partial ground plan 1st floor

Partial ground plan ground floor

View from the Company's gardens towards St. Martini Gardens, 1995
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